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seyDoggy announces TW002 r4 Ultimate Theme for RapidWeaver
Published on 05/04/09
Ontario based seyDoggy is proud to announce TW002 r4, their new Ultimate Theme for
RapidWeaver 4. seyDoggy has transformed this once limited theme into a versatile
RapidWeaver template capable of fitting the needs of just about any industry. TW002 is
ExtraContent enabled, featuring width options, split navigation, comprehensive color
control, custom headers, header effects, font control, and RWmultitool ready.
Kitchener, Ontario Canada - seyDoggy is proud to announce TW002 r4, their new Ultimate
Theme for RapidWeaver 4. seyDoggy has transformed this once limited theme into a versatile
RapidWeaver template capable of fitting the needs of just about any industry. This is
seyDoggy's second offering of the updated THEME WEAVER Library.
TW002 is packed with ExtraContent, split navigation, width options, comprehensive color
control, custom headers (RWmultitool ready), header height control, font control and so
much more. Among only one of the many highlights of this RapidWeaver theme is its split
navigation that can be fine tuned.
RapidWeaver's own built in blog page, photo album Flash slideshow or iFrame pages lack
content space outside of the page itself. TW002 is enabled with a very special feature
called ExtraContent, the fruits of a collaborative effort from a number of 3rd party theme
developers. ExtraContent makes it possible to add a personal touch to previously
unreachable pages. Write unique content for all three ExtraContent areas, on each and
every page.
"THEME WEAVER's sophomore RapidWeaver theme TW002 was initially thought to be well
suited
to the corporate and commercial sectors" cites Adam Merrifield. "With a little seyDesign
magic, however, we think we've transformed TW002, a once limited theme, into a versatile
RapidWeaver template. We're glad to have been able to update this theme. It's the same
stylish TW002 with a lot more horse power under the hood."
TW002 includes 2 ExtraContent areas; the Top panel and the Bottom panel. Both areas have
their own color control and can also be accentuated with custom background images using
RWmultitool Lite. Each ExtraContent area in TW002 is vertically scalable, meaning these
areas will grow to suite the content within. These ExtraContent areas are optional. This
flexibility allows users to leverage TW002 as they would any other RapidWeaver theme.
Feature Highlights:
* ExtraContent
* RWmultitool ready
* Split Navigation
* Full color options
* Width control
* Font size
* Font family selections
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.4.11 Tiger or 10.5.2 Leopard
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* RapidWeaver 3.6.7 or RapidWeaver 4.x
* RWmultitool Lite Optional
Formed in late 2006, THEME WEAVER of Mississauga, Ontario, is the RapidWeaver theme
development wing of print studio, PUMP Communications/Presentation Plus. Guided by Adam
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Merrifield of seyDoggy/seyDesign fame, THEME WEAVER successfully produced 10 new
themes
from January 2007 to February 2008 and issued updates through to October 2008.
Today, due to time constraints on both parties, it's been decided that THEME WEAVER themes
will be distributed and supported by seyDesign. Keeping them as originally intended will
be the primary goal, but in some cases, enhancements and embellishments have been made
where ever the opportunity has presented itself.
Pricing and Availability:
TW002 r4 is available now for $19.49 CAD at their online RapidWeaver theme store.
seyDesign:
http://www.seydesign.com
TW002 r4:
http://www.seydesign.com/themes/TW002/
Live Preview:
http://showcase.seydesign.com/TW002/
Purchase TW002:
https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?ii=244203&c=cart&aff=3487&ejc=2
Learn more about ExtraContent:
http://extracontent.info/

Headquartered in Kitchener, Ontario Canada, seyDoggy is a privately funded company founded
in 2005 by Adam Merrifield. Leveraging their longtime experience in web and graphic
design, seyDoggy's goal is to develop great looking theme designs for RapidWeaver, and
lead to the creation of seyDesign. Known for developing the first commercially available
theme with split navigation, seyDesign is responsible for continually pushing the limits
of RapidWeaver. seyDoggy also offers consulting services for companies looking to enter
the web design industry or who don't want to hire full time staff to manage their own
internet or intranet web systems. Copyright 2005-2009 seyDoggy. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or
other countries. RapidWeaver, and the RapidWeaver logo are trademarks of Realmac Software
Limited.
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